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,This bibliography has been compiled as part of a continuing series' designed

to mike information on relevant dissertations available to users of the ERIC .

system. Monthly issues of Dissertation Abstractsnnternational are reviewed in

order to compile abstracts oflriiser ations on 'related topics, which thus
-.-

become accessible in searches of the ERIC data base. Ordering information for

cthe dissertations themselves tt inclUded at the end of the bibliography.

Abstracts of the following dissertations are included in this collection:

Atwell, aret A:
THE EVOLUTI OF TEXT: THE INTER-
RELATIONSHIP OF READING AND WRITING
IN THE COMPOSING PROCESS

Baden, Marian Jeanette Pfe/iffer

A 'COMPARISON OF COMPOSITION SCORES

OF THIRD-GRADE CHILDREN WITH READ-
ING SKILLS, Ad-KINDERGARTEN VERBAL
ABILITY, SELF-CONCEPT, AND SEX

'Bennett, Mary'Kay
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMPOSITION
'TEACHERO\ABILITY TO WRITE AND THE
WRITING'ACHIEVEMENT.OF THEIR STUDENTS

Buckner, Sally.Beaver
PRACTICES AND PRODUCTS: THE COMPOS-

ING OF SKILL42 AND LESS-SKILLED
FIRST-YEAR COLLEGE STUDENTS

Byron, Peter Manning
ENGLISH SYNTACTIC DEVELOPMENT OF.

SECOND LANGUAGE ;1MARNERS: ANALYSIS
OF FW DIScOURSg-AT AGES SIX, SEVEN,
AND EIGHT'

Childe4, Nancye May
AN INVE8TIGATION ALTO THE COMPOSING

PROCE ES AND GRAPHIC LINGUISTIC AWARE-

NESS OF E VERY 1TUNG CHILDREN

Daiute, Colette
A PSYCHOLINGUISTIC STUDY. OF WRITING

Davis, Carol Ann '

THE RELATIONSHIP OF TEXTUAL AND NON-
TEXTUAL CHARACTERISTICS TO SCHEMATA
FOR EXPOSITQRY AND NARRATIVE PROSE

/

Fischer, Chester A., Jr.
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE REFLEel
TION-IMPULSIVITY DIMENSION OF COGNI-

. 'TIVE STYLE AND SELECTED TEMPORAL
ASPECTS OF TIME' BOUND, FIRST DRAFT,

EXPOSITORY TRANSCRIBING

Greenberg, Karen Lynn
THE EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS IN ESSAY,
QUESTIONS ON THE WRITING PERFORMANCE
OFCOLLEGE FRESHMEN

*

Hartviisen,.M. Kip .

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF QUALITY AND
SYNTACTIC MATURITY BETWEEN IN-CLASS
AND OUT-OF-CLASS WRITING SAMPLES OF
FRESHMEN.AT WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY

Kaufman, Susan DeFord Sumners '

COGNITIVE STYLE AND-WRITING:- AN INQUIRY

6

Luciano, Marjorie Zygiel
TIlE EFFECTS OF VARIOUS NOTEMAKING STRA- ,

TEGIES ON THE RECALL OF-TEXTUAL MATERIAL

MacLennan, Thomas Grant .

A DESCRIPTIVE SURVEY OF THE PREWRITING
PLANNING PRACTICES OF SELECTED NORTH

CAROLINA POST - ,SECONDARY COMPOSITION .

INSTRUCTORS

Mapp, Larry G.
A THEORY OF COMPOSITION FORUNDEgGRADUATE
BASIC WRITERS

)

Mdrkelsi)Robin,Bell
COHESION PATTERNS IN ENGLISH EXPOSITORY.,
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Myers,' ldred Sochatoff
WRITTEN OMMUNICATION AT THE MANAGERIAL
AND PROF SSIONAL/TECHNICAL LEVELS: A
CASE STUDY

Pfeifer Jerilyn Kyker
THE EFFECTS OF PEER EVALUATION AND
PERSONALITY ON WRITING ANXIETY AND

NG PEFFORMANCE IN COLLEGE FRESH-.

2
Prichard, Ruie- Jane
A STUDY OF THE COHESION DEVICES IN
THE GOOD AND POOR COMPOSITIONS OF

ELEVENTH GRADER

Raiser, Virginia Lynne
SYNTACTIC MATURITY, VOCABULARY DIVER-
sITy, MODE OF DISCOURSE AND THEME
SELECTION IN THE FREE WRITING OF

'LEARNINGLEARNING DISABLED ADOLESCENTS

Reynolds, John William
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Richardson, Maurine V._
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TATION AWRITTEN MATERIAL ON THE
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Steflt Linda isney
THE EFFECT OF GUIDED, DISCOVERY 's\

APPROACH 'ON THOtESCRIPTIVE
GRAPH WRITING S S OF THIRD

GRADE PUPILS

Sweeder, Jotn4...Toseph

'A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF SIX ADULT

REMEDIAL.,WRITERS: THEIR 130MPOS -

ING PROCESSES AND HEURISTI

. STRATEGIES
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Taylor, Harold Wayne
LISTENING COMPREHENSION AND READING
COMPREHENSION AS PREDICTORS OF,
ACHIEVEMENT IN COLLEGE COMPOSITION

Jlellington, Katherine Reed
A STUDY OF THE ENCODING VS. MEMORY
STORAGE FUNCTION IN COLLEGE NOTE-

TAKING

Wolfe, Anne
RECURSIVE MOVES: A STUDY OF_, THE

COMPOSING.PROCESS

Woods-Elliott, Claire Ann
STUDENTS, TEACHERS AND WRITING: AU
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Wunsch, Daniel Randall
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THE EVOLL11ON OF TEXT: nit INTERRELATIONSHIP OF
READING AND WRITING Lfc THE COMPOSING PROCESS

. Order No. 8114936

Arvau., MARGARET A., En.D. Indiana Universay.1981. 173pp. .

Chairman: IeromeC. Harste

Statement of the Problem. The purpose of the study was to characterize
the role of reading in the composition of text. Based on a
soaopsycholinguistic perception of language, the study assumed kat
writing is one language expression that is intrinsically affected by the other
modes, particularly reading. It was hypothesized that the coherence of the
text and the character of the process would change across conditions that
allowed the writer to read his emergent text and one which constrained hid
ability to read. Specifically, it was agiumed that visibility of text would
result in higher local and global coherence and encourage a more fluent
process.

Procedures Twenty college` undergraduates ten identified as above
average or, "Traditional," and ten labeled below average, or "Basic Skills"
wrote one narrative essay during a videotaped session that was divided into
visible and blind writing conditions. Immediately following the writing task
each subject offerred retrospective comment on the experience in general
and to particular problem-solving strategies employed during the session.

Data were analyzed in four ways. Analysis of the written product
involved propositibnalizing each text, graphically mapping the tut
structure and calculating values for the local coherence of blind and visible
halves and for the global coherence of each entire essay. The process
analysis characterized the writing act by noting the frequency of thirteen
specific behaviors (long pauses, short pauses, reading in the visible -
condition, reading in the blind condition, crossing out, inserting, false
stars, within-word hesitations, referring to directions, referring to an
outline, verbalizing, looking away and multiple behaviors) under visible
and blind conditions. Interactionk between the product and process were
analyzed by noting the syntactic position of each process behavior and the
grammaticality of that syntactic envelopment and by locating the beha,viors
within structural episodes of the text. A final post hoc analysis of the
transaction between reader and text involved re-analysis of three texts
selected by outside evaluators as particularly good or bad.

Findings and Conclusions The analysis of the produat revealed little
difference in the composition of the text bases of visible and blind writing
for either group. However, the texts of Traditional students involved
greater local coherence,under. either condition than did Basic Skills writers' ,

essays. Traditional writers texts'also contained higher degrees of global
coherence than did theBasicSkills writers' texts.

The process analyses revealed that the charades of the writing process
varied according to visibility of text Ad ability of the writer. csing
frequenc-y, of occurrence, visible writing was more recursive for the
Traditional writers and was accomplished with frequent reading of text.
The Basic Skills writers were markedly less fluent in the blind condition
than' ey were when they Id read their texts. These writer's were found
to si candy increase occurrence of shortpausa and within-word
hesita ns and decrease reading of any sottrtinder the blind condiffon.

Th interaction analysis revealed that, for all writers, m behaviors
occur witludclausal/phrisal units of acceptable grammaticality. Traditional
students produced few unacceptable structures but increased the frequency
pf unacceptable syntax two-fold in the blind condition. Basic Skills-authors
wrote more unacceptable units than the Traditional visible waiting and
doubled that number litheir blind writing. The semantic/process
interaction analysis was confounded by limitations of the available software
and suggests methodologicaltexploration.

A poc hoe analysis of good versus poor textspffered validation for the
values and indicators derived in this study Outside readeis chose as good,

` juts with high local and global coherence, fluept process and high
grammaticality and chi as less successful, texts with lower values for ,

those factors. ' .

Overall, the study sugggstedthl it is the recursiveness of writing that
):nakes text comprehensible and that recdrsiveness has at least two sources:
visibility of the written message and mental scheme fora text structure.
Those writers who h'ad clear supersirucartal plans gUiding thtpecution of
their texts Age least affectedly invkibility of their writing, although all
authors exhibited some changes across conditions.

b Method. The instrument used to operationalize the quality of
teacher and students' writing took the form of written exercises for
third and sixth grade students and their respective teachers. Students
and teachers were instructed to compose several paragraphs on .
topics given them by the investigator. The third and sixth grades were
not given'the same topi Cs, Three professional writers were chosen to .

II

A COMPARISON OF COMPOSITION SCORES dF THIRD- .

GRADE CHILDREN WITH READING SKILLS, PRE-
KINDERGARTEN VERBAl. ABILITY, SELF-CONCEPT, AND
SEX . Order No. 8122588
BAOEN, MARIAN JEANETTE PFEIFFiR, PH.D. The Univeisity of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 1981. 227pp. Adviser: Frederick C. Wendel

The purpose of this study was to investigate relationships between
composition ability, measured with both a checklist and a normed test
of wnting, and variables of reading ability, pre-kindergarten verbal
ability, self doncept, and sex. In addition, teacher evaluation of
composition was compared to the results of a normed composition
test. The following ingrumentswere utilized: the Test of Written -
Langyage (Hammill and Larsen, 1978), Written Expression Checklist
(designed for this study), Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests
(Woodcock, 1973), Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (Dunn, 1959),
and Piers-Harris.Children's Self- Concept Scale (Piers and Harris,'
1969).

The sample used was an intaqt group of 81third-graders within the
Seward, Nebraska, School District who had taken the PPVT before
entering kindergarten. Correlation analysis of the data employing the
.05 level of significance was selected as the best method to determine
the precise relationship among the variables, using tiest with the
variable of sex and Pearson product-moment correlations for the
other variables.

Results of this study of third grade children indicated the
following (1) a significant relationship (p < .001) existed between
composite skills of writing and composite skills of reading; (2) a
significant relationship (p <,.01 or better) existed between pre-
kindergarten verbal ability and third-grade writing performance; (3) a
significant relationship (p < .05 or better) existed between self-
doncirt and composition ability, (4) no significant difference (p < .05)
was e ident between the composition skills of boys and girls at third-
grade level, (5) a significant relationship (rr< 001) existed between
teacher evaluation of composition using a checklist and the results of
a normed composition test.

The in this study lend support to the conclusion that
language arts skills are interrelated and reciprocal, giving substance--
to the theory underlying methods which combine reading and writing,
such as the language experience approach.

, THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMPOSITION TEACHERS' .
ABILITY TO WRITE AND THE WRITING ACHIEVEMENT OF
THEIR STUDENTS . Order No. 8123398
BENNETT, MARY KAY, PH.D. University of South Carolina, 1981. 100pp.

Problem.jhts study was conducted to answer the following
questiOn. Is there a relationship between composition teachers' ability
to write and the writing achievement of their students? .
..- Three additional questions to be answered were: (1) Do high
socio-economic level studentS receive higher scores on the writing
exercises than low socio-economic level students do? (2) Do sixth
grade students receive higher scores on the writing exercises than
third grade-students? (3) Is there a relationship between the students'
IC) and how they score on the writing'exereises?

Three major assumptions in the present investigation were that
schools differ systematically in the average ability of students, the

' quality of students in a class is influenced equally by the quality of
teachers in their school history, And the quality of a teacher as a
writer has been effectively constant over the period of teacher and
pupil involvement.

Sample. The wimple consisted of 24g students and twenty-four
' teaches who were randomly selected from eight elementary schools

in South Carolina. The participants were selected from third and sixth
grade classrooms. High, middle, and low socio-economic level groups
were represented in the classes. These sociological grOups were
determined by the proportion of students in a district on fret or
reduced lunch.

4

serve alaievaluatorsof the teacher, and student compositioriS. The
e evaluations were done holistically and were scdred on a five point

6 scale ranging from "very good" to "very poor." After the papers had
been scored by.the raters, a clasawide median spore was cDleulated.
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for the writing exercises. The class writing scores were adjusted by a
simple linear regression to account for the 'effaces of the students'
intelligence quota. Intelligence quotient scores were obtained from
the verbal scores on the Shoit Form Test ot&ademic Aptitude which
had been administered to these students duWg the 1979.1980 school
year. Using Kendall's tau, the students' classwide median residual
writingscores were then correlated with the teachers' median writing
scores.

Re SUNS. A correlation between the scores on the writing-exercise
. and the classwide intelligence'quotient scores was reported as .77,

significant at the .05 level. se
The relttionship beittween teachers' writing ability and their

students' writing ability was reported as a correlation coefficient of
.148 for the third grade participants and 0.161 for the sixth grade
participants. After analyzing the direction and magnitude of the
correlation, it was determined that for the purposes of this study there
was no relationship between the quality of teache'rs' writing and that
of their students.

Conclusions. (1) The investigator concluded that, for the sample
in this study, there was no relationship between the writing ability of
composition teachers and the writing achievement of their students.
(2),The teacher training which led ttrSouth Carolina State Teacher
Certification for the teachers in this study had no effect on the ability
of children to write. (3) There was a positive correlation between the
intelligence quotient of the students and how well they wrote on the
composition exercise. (4) For the sample.in this study, sixth grade
stude wrote better than third grade.students wrote. (5) The writing
exercises f high socio-economic level students were scored only
slightly higher than the exercises of low socio economic students.

. PRACTICES AND .PRODLCTS: THE CONMOSNG OF syn TYD
AND LESSSKILLED FIRSTYEAR COLLEGE STUDENTS

Order No. 8114793

BEXIXER. SALO BEAVER, PH D Universin of North Carolina at

Chapel 1980. 348pp Supers ten: William Palmer

In recent leers a number of studies has e attempted to ins estigate %hat
is noeclirecte observable: the composing process This study attempts to
ins estigate that process by observation and analysts of composing practices

,end factors influencing those practices.
Su first-year college %%omen of approximately equal serbal intelligence

(as determined by SAT xerbal scores), but with different les els of skill in
writtna (as deterrninedee ratings of two writing samples) were each asked
to compose three themes in the presence of the ins estigator Each was also

asked to describe her language experiences, attitudes toWards en,eng, and
habitual writing practices The three tasks were designed to elicittchscourse
in three different modes --transactional, literary. and expressn ein an effort
to ascertain whether skill in one mode is necessarily related to skill in
another or to overall writing ability.

Subjects were gix en identical instructions. resources, and subject matter
As they composed, using saved colors to indicate reviews and revisions. the
investigator noted prewriting time, hesitation time and activity, acid
duranon and method of,finalreview. Subjects were not asked to compose
aloud. both because other studies have used this approach and because it is
agreed that such activity changes the very process it is designed to
investigate Sessions were tape-recorded, and the subjects' comments,
questions,and responses were analyzed and related to composing practices
and products.

Each composition was analyzed for focus, stylistic traits, mechaniCal
'correctness, and modal characteristics; practices were reviewed to
determine amount and kind of prewriting activity, recursive activity, and
final review /revision; then inferences were made concerning relationships
between practices and discourse. When all three compositions had been
analyzed for each subject, comparisons were made among the three modes.
Then all analyses were summarized into a profile of that writer, using
information from writing samples and interviews as supplementary data
Finally, the composing of all six writers was compared, with special
attention given to commonalities and differences that might account for
marked skill differences.

Findings of this study not only confirm the complexity of composing
activity, but also reveal the highly individual nature of composing practices.
Subjects each have characteristic patterns of composing activity, and as
expected, practices are reflected in products: prewriting influentes focus;
recersieeness influences complexity of content and stylistic variety. (For
these writers, neither practices nor overall writing quality is associated with
,mechanical correctness.) Subjects Selo write recursively also improved

more during the semester than did others. Practices are influenced potso
much by direct instruction as by other factors: Peripheral learning:
psychological concerns; cognitive style; degree of comfort with a gee '
task; characteristic language use; and an indnidual internal Model of...se
written discourse and of the appropriate role and behavior for writers

Concerning modes, it was found that regardless of instructions or of
ceerae skill level, (1) a writer who is not in control of material will
compose in the referential mode, which focuses on the subject matter itsel
as the enter attempts to master it; and (2) writers determine the modes in
which they write: some as oid expressive writing in all tasks, ex en those.
explicitly calling for such, while others include expressis e or literary
elements in all tasks.

The key factor in determining quality of product was not ane one
practice or es en a pattern of practiceerbut willingness to go beyond the
task, ire olsing imagination and affect as well as cognitiveabilinee to make
the task one's own. Such meolyement resulted in more fluent ccireposnig,
willuigeess to des ote more time to the task; ncher content, and rttore
energetic style_

ENGLISH SYNTACTIC DEVELOPMENT OF SECOND
LANGUAGE LEARNERS: ANALYSIS OF FREE DISCOURSE
AT AGES SIX, SEVEN, AND EIGHT Order No.81227,92
Deem PETER MANNING, PH.D. State University of New York at Buffalo,
1981. 161pp.

The study-describes the development of selected English syntactic'
structures in the oral expression of children from ages six to eight for
whom English is a second language (L2). The research describes the
subjects' oral language performance using indefinite pronouns or
noun modifiers, personal pronouns, main verbs, secondary verbs,
negatives, conjunctions, interrogative reversals. and wh-questions.
The study also compares syntactic performance of the subjects with
that of a node group of first language learners of English (1").

Fifteen randomly selected Spanish dominant children each at ages
6.7, and 8 served as subjects fortlae investigation. Childrenjwere
identified as Spanish dominant by bilingual teachers and were
administered-the Language Assessment Scales I (DeAvila and
Duncan, 1977) in English and Spanish. A score indicating Spanish .

dominance on this instrument was the final determiner for inclusion in
the study. Response to picture stimuli was elicited on two separate
occasions forthe 45 subjects Language generated during these free
discourse in \erviews totalling 100 utterances for each subjeCt was
transcribed and scored using the Sentence Developmental Analysis
procedures described in Lee (1974). Individual scores for eight
grammatical categories and sentence completion were obtained.
Derived overalipevelopmental Sentence Scores were obtained for
each subject and mean overall Developmental Sentence Scores and .
mean grammatical category scores were computed for each age
grouts, each interview, and for both interviews at each age leyel.
comparison was made between overall Developmental Sentence
Score for the second language learners and that of the first language
learners as demonstrated in the norms developed in Lee (1974).

Grammatical category usage fort.? learners was described arid
examples were presented of inaccuracies in syntactic structures.
Correlation coefficients were computed for itemtotal correspondence
for each age level by-grammatical category. Recommendations were
made troll the correlations on the retention of grammatical indicators
for future research with iecepd language learners.

The mean Development@ Sentence Score was 7.13, 7.47, and 8.82
for ages 6,-7eaed 8 for the second language learner group. A sizeable
d Mere:ice in mean Developmental Sentence Score existed between
L1 and L2 groups favoring the first language learners of Eliglish. The
correlatioh coefficient between the first arid second interview rot L2
learners Was .94, .89, and .76 for asks 6, 7, and 8, respectively,
Medium to higl) correlations were shown between Main Verb&
Conjunctions, Personal Pronouns, Noun Modifiers,,,and total_
Develcipmental Sentence Score at all age levels in the second

language learner sample. t .
Se A comparison between the LI norm and the L2 grout:Nei overall' ee..
syntaotic development favored the L1 group. At all age labls, only .

approximately 50% of the sentences attempted by L2 learners were
grammatically correct according to standard English practice

Various limitations were noted in the study. Among these
limitations is-noted that subject performande may not reflect peer
language nor demonstrate a full range of linguistic performance:
Future research was suggested in a replication of the cereent study'
and extenstmis to other than Hispanic language groups.
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE COMPOSING PROCESSES
AND GRAPHIC LINGUISTIC AWARENESS OF THREE VERY
YOUNG CHILDREN Order No. 8127420

,,CNILDERS, NANCYE MAY, PH.D. The University of Florida, 1981. 245pp.
Chairpets3n: Linda Leonard Lamme

,..
This study consired of an investigation into the composing

(dictating/writing/drawing) processes of 3 children ages 2, 3, and 4
at the onset, and the graphic linguistic awareness evidenced as theSe
children generated their own graphic representation Sixteen
structured composing episodes were conducted over a 6 month
period, in which the children composed as a group with a responsive
adult. Research methodology employed in the study was eclectic in
design, involving case study, observational, and ethnographic
techniques. Videotapes of the 16 sessions were transcribed and
analyzed by 2 coders to describe children's composing processes
and to graph andto analyze their graphic linguistic awareness and
the nature and functions of their oral interaction while composing.

The unique contribution of this study to research in the area of
composing was the development of a research methodology for.
obtaining and analyzing data on the composing processes of children
ages 2-4. Previousresearch has not studied childrn so young and
appropriate research methodologies had not been developed. The
groupsetting, together with the'composing tasks and adult direction,
resulted in lengthy sesiions (35 to 80 minutes) of active composing.
Other researchers have studied children individually. For the 3

- children in this study " the group se_ssionseere productive research
....

environments.
Secondarily, it was observed that the children participated more

actively irlomposing process when the activities were personal,
purposeful comMu nication for an immediate audience (persOnal
letters and greeting cards) than wheh the audience was less well
defined (group books). . _

. The primary contribution of this study to the research literature in
. language awareness was likewise the development of a research

setting and methodOlogy conducive to ascertaining the graphic
linguistic awareness of children ages 2-4 The term graphic linguistic
awareness was identified by this study to'represent that component of
metalingusbc awareness which focuses on graphic representation
and its'meaning.

, The study furth.coniributes an operational definition of graphic
linguistic awareness which emerged from observations of the 3 ,
children as they composed. This study has operationally defined
graphic linguistic awareness to include letter awareness, word

_awareness, spelling awareness, and print awareness.
In the area of graphic linguistic awarenesssome of the findings

might have been anticipated, i.e., that children would be fdscinated
, with each other's names. The quantity of graphic linO.iistic awareness

- displayed was 4n unexpected finding, as were the many diverse ways
in which the awareness was demonstrated.

This study raised questions about,viewing the composing proeess
for young children as solitary and silent and demonstrated the
usefulness of the children's oral interactions both for gathering data
about graphic linguistic awareness and for enhancing the comprising

. processes themselves. A schema of the functions of oral interaction
while composing was developed. , .

)

Rpsearch in composing might utilize the group setting and
composing sfrategies developed for this study. Researchers might -
investigate the impact of an immediate audience and o purposeful,
meaningful communication on the composing processes of children.
ages 2-4..

The term graphic linguistic awareness provides clarity to
researchers. Theoperational definition offers a framework around
which future studies might be designed. The amount of graphic
linguistic awareness already obtained by the children in this study

was substantial, indicating a need to explore the origini of graphic
linguistic awareness with even younger children.

This investigation gives guidance to researchers in the areas of
early-childhood composing and4inguistic awareness. It provides a
theoretical construct around which an early childhood writing
curriculum might be developed and researched. Many questions were
generated which provide direction for future research in these areas.

-'.4'

A PSYCHOLINGUISTIC STUDY OkfWRITING
Order No. 8123003

DAyra, COLETTE, Eo.D eolumbiEy'Vniversity Teachers College, 1980.
189pp. Sponsor: Walter MacGiaitie

The present psycholinguistic study of writing offers insights about
how linguistic structure and shertterm memory processes interact
during writing. This study outlines a model of writing, which is based
on a psycholinguistic model of talking. Within the framework of the
writing model, analysis of the words, clauses, and syntactic structures
in 450 faulty sentences written by college students suggests that

,natural short-term memory limits constrain writers during production
of multiclause sentences. The investigation of errors demcinstrates
the efficacy of studying writing as derivative of normal speaking
processes;such a view offers researchers and teachers a
theoreticallybased understanding of hbw writing errors occur.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF TEXTUAL AND NONTEXTUAL
CHARACTERISTICS TO SCHEMATA FOR EXPOSITORY AND
NARRATIVE PROSE Order No. 8123630
DAVIS, CAROL ANN, PH.D. Purdue University, 1981. 120pp. Major
Professor: Michael L. Kamil

This study attempted to investigate readers' cognitive
representations for prose type and to determine how readers know
when to activate and use these structures during reading. The
cognitive representations were investigateri through an examination
of the commonly accepted exp9pftory and narrative distinction. To
determine how readers knewOrien toadivate expository or narrative .

structures, subjects were asked to identify textual and nontextual
characteristics that they associated with these prose types. In order to
determine the relationship between the knowledge of these strudtures
and reading ability, both goOd and poor adult readers were used in
the study.

Two experiments were developed to investigate the questidns
under considera ion. Subjects in Experiment I were asked to
categorize a van of prose passageses being similar to an
expository sample a narrative sample. After subjects had identified
passages as expository or narrative, they were asked to identify
characteristics or factors which enabled them to make their cleTisions.
In Expenmenl II, subjects were asked to categorize nontextual
characteristics dealing with reading situations, reading purposes, and
the physical properties ormatenals (e.g., size, type, o cover) as being--
associated with the expository or narrative sample. :

The results of this study indicated that readers h cognitive
structures or schemata for prose type, although these schemata did
not appear to,conform only to the commonly accepted expository and
narrative distinction. Even thougliresultg,did not yerify the expository
and narrative distinction with these materials, they did suggest that
readers look for generalities in prose form among passages. Theses
findings appeared to suggest that numerous schemata for prose type
exist or that numerous values have been assigned to a prose form
variable in a general schema for prose.

The results of this study also indicated that textual and nontextual
characteristics could signal readers when to'activate and use these
schemata. Readers who are unaware of the characteristics
associated with prose types could be losing potential comprehensioq
benefits. Such readers would not have these organizational
frameworks aVailable for,pse before or during their reading of prose
materials. Results from these experiments reinforced the importance
of considering nontextual factors while investigating prose
comprehension.

The findings of this study also indicated that poor readers seem to
be less aware than good readers of prbse-type schemata and their
related characteristics, especially for materials commonly categorised
as expository. Podr readers often relied on tsubjeCt content of
the passages for making categorizations an 819111d not corkider prose
form information.

Results from this study begin to provide a description ore
schemata readers have for prose type, but they do not provide an
explatiation of how these schemata are used or how their use affects
comprehension of materials. Initial results from this study appear to
suggest, however, that poor readers do not have adequate knowledge
of schemata for prose types and their related characteristics. As a
result, it appears )hat educators need to develop methods for



teaching poor readers to deal with prose types, particularly with
materials commonly categorized as expository. Such methods coutd
include making readers aware of the variety of prose types and the
textual and nontexttial characteristics associated with them. Before
this can be done, however, further research is needed to provide
iniormabon about prose types and their potential use by readers.

'THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE REFLECTION-
BIPLISP/M' DIMENSION OF COGNITIVE STYLE AND
SELECTED TEMPORAL ASPECTS OF TIME BOUND, FIRST
DIL4FT, EXPOSITORY TRANSCRIBING Order No. 8116059

FISCHER, Clirsiss PH.D. George Peabody College for Teachers of \)!

Vanderbilt University, 1979.. 130pp. Major Professor: Jack W: Miller

Purpose. Thus study investigated the relationship between the reflection-
impulsn ity dullinsion of cognitive style and venous temporal aspects of
written composition. More specifically, it sought relationships between
variables representing the Matching Familiar Figures Test (MFFT)
response latency and error dimensions and temporal variables obtained
from timed, videota,ped records of transcribing behaviors during time-
bound; first draft coamonng in the expository mode. The relationship of
age and sex to these variables and the interrelationships among all the
variables were also investigated.

Procedure. The subjects were 32 randomly selected seventh- and eighth-
grade students fro an independent, coeducational, private school in 0
Nashville, Tennessee. Data were gathered individually at the Peabody
College Television Studio by administering the MFFT and then asking

s subjects to write a 40 minute expository composition on an assigned topic
requiring some generalizing. By means of two television cameras, an
electronic digital timing device, and e special effects generator with
honzontal split screen capabilities, a timed videotape record was made of '°-
subjects' transcribing behaviors (Le., the movement of hand and pen across
the page) during the entire venting incident The basic temporalunaly
unit, pause length between s orris, was used toknerste most of the study's' ,
temporal variables. Data acre analyzed in two phases: (a) an analysis of
videotaped, temporal records q?subjects' transcribing blaviors and (b) a
search for significant relations/up; between variables (pAOS) by means of
Sri intercorrelation matrix.

Major Findings. (1) There were no significant relatisinships besieeen
reflection-impulsivity as measured by the MFFT and selected aspects of '
written composition. (2) Performance on the latency of response
dimension pf the, MFFT ssas positively related to two composition
variables. (a) composition length and (b) amount of time spent writing
the tompositions. (3) Age Was negatively related to MFFT response
latency and to the amount of time spent writing the compositions.
(4) Females tended to take more time for the pauses reflective of internal
planning, to spend a greater percentage of their total writing time pausing,
and to write more rapidly during copying than males. (5) Males tended to
take more time for the pauses reflective of the psychomotor activity of
lifting the pen rapidly from one word to the next and to have a greater ratio

, , of hesitant pauses/fluent pauses than females. (6) Time spent in prewriting
activities was positively related to the variables most reflective of internal'
planning and negatively related to writing rata during composing-

. (7) Composition length was positively related to writing rate during
composing and negatively related to the pause length between words.
(8) Frequency of revisions was positively relatedto pause length between

. . words and to percentage of total writing time spent pausing; it was
negatively related to writing rate during composing. (9) L:ength of pauses
relestive of the psyChomotor activity of lifting the pen rapidly from one
woWto the next was negatively related to both writing rate during .

composing and writing rate during copying (10) Length of pauses
reflective of internal planning was negatively related to writing rate during

. composing, but was not significintly related to writing rate during copying
(11) The length of pauses reflective of the external psychomotor activity
was not significantly related to the length of pauses reflective of internal
planning. (12) Pauses reflective of planning before major syntactical units
(i.e., 'Funks) tended to be longer than for such' pauses in general.
(13) Pnting rate during copying was significantly greater than writing rate
during original composing. (14) Relativ ely little notetaking or outlining
was done prior to transcribing.

The implications of these findings for composition researchers,
cognitive style researchers, and composition teachers are discussed and
directions for ft Cher research are etiumerated.

THE EFFECTS OF VAMATIONS LN ESSAY QUESTIONS ON
THE WRITING PERFORMANCE OF COLLEGE FRESELMEN

Order No. 845492

GREENBERG, KAREN LYNN, PH.D. New. York Universuy, 1981. 146pp.
Chairperson: Professor John S. Mayher

The central experiment in this study hypothesized that essay questions
-which offered students a variety ofeoptions for structuring answers and
which asked students tQ discuss their' personal experiences would improve
the quality of students' written responses to these questions. The categories
of writing performance which were examined were overall writing quality,
syntactib complexity, frequency of sentence control errors, frequency of
vocabulary errors. and essay length.

Four types Of experimental essay questions were created and pilot
tested foi.lhis study based on the two levels ("high" and "low") of the two
independent variables: "cognitive-demands" of an essay question (degree
of structure_provided) and "expenential demands." of an essay question s
(degree of personal experience asked for). These questions were
administered to 152 bilingual and native English speaking college freshmen
enrolled in remtdial and non-remedial composition courses. .

The overall writing quality of each essay was assessed by the holistically-
assigned score on the CUNY Evaluation Scale. The syntactic complexity of
each essay was assessed by five indices: number of 1-units, words per T-
unis clauses per T-umt, words per clause, and words in free final modifieri.
The frequency of sentence control errors was assessed by four indices:
number of fragments per T'unit, run-ons per .T-unit, misplaced of dangling
modifiers per T-unit, and subject-verb agreement errors per T-unit
Vocabulary errors were assessed by counting the-number of word form
errorg per T- unit, and essay length was assessed by counting the number of
words per essay All of the above dependent vanables serecoded by
readers v. ho sere,hired sad trained by the investigator and whose results
were tested for reliability.

Twelve separate tviesIvay factorial analyses of variance were conducted
in order to examine the relations between the twelve dependent variables
and the interaction ofthe two independent variables. Eleven of the analyses
revealed no significant relationships between the dependent variables and
the interaction of the independent variables. The one dependent variable
which was significantly related to the interaction of the independent
variables was the mess number of words in free final modifiers.

A secondary purpose of this study was to determine whether essays
assigned failing holistic quality scores and essays assigned passing holistic
quality scores differed significantly in the eleven essay characteristics which
were quantitatively measured Eleven separate nests were perfonyed on
the eleven essay characteristics (described above) These tests revealed that
the significant discriminators of pa sing and failing essays were the
frequency of sentence control errors snd the frequency of vocabulary errors
(not their syntactic complexity or length).

The results of this study did not confirm the experimental hypotheses.
None of the four types of experimental questions elicited substantially
superior measures Of rhetorical, syntactic, or lexical performance.
FL rthermore, the tesults of this study also showed that students' ability to
sivoid erros in standard written English was a better predictor of teachers'
quality ratings, than the ability to maiiipulate -complex syntactic structures:

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF QUALITY AND SYNTACTIC
MATURITY BETWEEN IN.CLASS AND OUT-OF-CLASS"'
WITING SAMPLES OF FRESHMEN AT WASHINGTON STATE
UNIVERSITY . Order No. 8122419
HARTVIGSEN, M. KIP, PH.D. Washington State Univeriity, 1981. 144pp.4-

Chairman: RaymOnd J. Young

The purpose ofsthis study was to determine similarities and
differences between in-clasa and out-of-class writing samples '
produced by the same randomly selected freshman composition
students. SpecificSlly, the study sought to determine (1) relationships'
between sets of in -class and out-of-class essays, separately rank
ordered by instructors hose students produced the essays; (2) the
direction of the relation 'p between those rank ordered-essays;
(3) differences between an holistic scores assigned b
independent readers to of in-class and out-of-cliss ys; and
(4) differences between the mean numbers of words per unit'and -
words p e r clause for sets o f t - and out-of-class essays.

Six writing samples were gathered from each student in two
sections of freshman coMpbsitionAhree in-class essays composed

L



luring a 50-minute period and three outof -class essays which Were
one-week assignments Each in-class sample was paired with an out
of clasp sample produced one week later by the same student Those
paired essays, composed one week aparkcomprised the three essay
sets used in the study The sets were collected at the beginning,
middle, and end of the semester.

Four specific comparisons between in- and out-of-class essays
were made, two qualitative comparisons and two syntactic maturity
comparisons First, the two teachers rank ordered from superior to
inferior each typed, anonymous set of in-class or out-of-class essays
produced by their students Correlation coefficients were then
computed to determine the relationship between in-class and out-of-
class rankings f or each section within each set Although all
coefficients were positive, only one of the SIX coefficients was
significant at the 05 level of probability Thus, there was not a '
statistically significant-correlation between in-class and out-of-class
rank orderings of student essays as fudged by teachers

Second. a team of three independent readers was trained to
evaluate holistically essays on a scale 'eff 1 to 5 Readers read all
essays simultaneously at the impressionistic rate of 30 to 40 essays
per hour Essays from both sections were combined in each set, and
sets were read in random order A mean holistic score for each set el
in class and out-of class essays was computed Differences between
in class and out-of class means wgre then tested for statistical
significance In each set, the out.of -class mean holistic score was
significantly higher than the mean in-class score,

Finally, the mean numbers of words per T-unit and words per'
cladse were computed for each set of in class and out-of-class
essays Differences between the mean numbers of words per T unit
for in class and out of class essays within each set were tested for
statistical significance The differences between means for wordiper
clause for in class and out-of class essays were likewise tested for
statistical significance Results were similar for both tests Two of the
three sets.of In and out of class essays were not found to be
significantly different in either mean number of words per Tunit or
mean number of words per clause-The means of one set of in and
out of class essays (essays produced mid semester) were
sighificantly different at the 01 level of probability

In conclusion. this research suggested that student performance
in in and out of class writing was inconsistent in overall quality Data
suggested that out -of -class writing was significantly better than in
class writing Findings suggested that multiple samples.of writing are
needed to make the most valid assessment of student writing ability--
and that these multiple samaingsshoyld include some outofclass
writing

COGNITIVE STYLE AND WRITING: AN INQUIRY
Order No.8120829

KAUFMAN, SUSAN DEFORO 4SUMNERS, Eo.D Rutgers University The
State U of New Jersey (New Brunswick). 1981 376pp. Chairperson.
Janet Emig

This inquiry takes direction from the central question: "What is the
nature of the relationships between the individual cognitive styles of
community college freshmen and certain characteristics of their
written produCts and composing processei?"

- Sixty-one freshmen completed two writing sample, the Sigel
Conceptual Styles Test (SCST) of cognitive style, and a shortened
form of the Emig Student Attitude Scale Questionnaire. Writirig
samples were first scored holistically, then analytically for six criteria
content, organization of ideas; expression of ideas; usage and
grammar; mechanics; and vocabulary. Median and Kruskal-Wallis
tests w.ere performed in order to determine whether significant
differences exist among cehain characteristics of written prodUcts,
and responses tolhe attitude survey of writers in three cognitive style
groups, descnptive-analyticb relational-contextual, and categorical,
inferential

Two writers from each of the three grottos participated in case .-
studies and provided two additionaliwriting samples, a videotaped
composing session and interview about that session, and a writing
background iotervieW. The following data were developed and
reported f or Me case studies: information from background and
composing session interviews considered relevant to cognitive style,
narrative descriptions of writing completed by six writers; responses
to cognitive Style-related attitude survey items; composing behaviors;
and indices of cognitive fluency and flexibility.

, While the Median and Kruskal-Wallis tests performed on data from
61 writers showed no significant differences (using p = .05) among
performances in writing or responses to attitude survey for writers in
the three groups, dir6ctionality comments are offered Using summed
total holistic scores aS measures, writers whose cognitive style is
predomipantly descriptive-analytic were awarded slightly higher
score than writers with predominantly relational-contextual or
categorical-inferential styles. For the six criteria scored analytically,
writers with a predominantly descriptive-analytic style scored higher
than the others on "organization of ideas." "expression of ideas,"
and "mechanA Writers with a predominantly categorical - inferential
cbgnitive style Scored higher on "content" and "vOcabulary.i. than
writers in the other two groups Writers with a predominantly
relational contextual style scored consistently lower than other
writers on all criteria except "Mechanics." Attitude survey data show
this group'also scored lowest in 'preference for writing."

Speculation is offered as to possible causes of the lack of
significant differences in performances in writing and responses to

-attitude survey of writers in the three.groupt. -

Six case studies are presented in the narrative mode. Steady
characteristics of writing are observed for writerson each of three
cognitive style groups. Writers with a predominantly descriptive-
analytic style are observed to have facility with descriptive language,
and to use point of view consistently and purposefully. Writers whose
style is predominantly relational-contextual focus on the fpnctional
aspects of the subject df their writing, consider the writer in relation to
an immediate and relatively limited context, use chronology-as an
organizational device and spend less time reading and rescanning,
during writing than do their counterparts in the other two style
groups Writers whose cognitive style is described as categorical-
inferential demonstrate a relativtly wide world view that encompasses
perceptions of the writer in relationship to self, to past and present
experience, andlo writing task, these writers use writing to make
meaning, and use subject matter as a springboard for' symbolizing
and generalizing

The inquiry conclUdes with a discussion of implications of the
findings for research and teaching Questions are posed in four
categories theory, paths of future inquiry, methodology, and practical
applicatibn of the outcomes of research. The author cites Arendt and
Fowles on seeing, and calls for crossdisciplinary studies.of thinking
and writing guided by vision which sees Writing-and writers -whole

. 4. -

THE EFFECTS OF VARIOUS NOTEMAKING STRATEGIES ON
THE RECALL OF TEXTUAL MATERIAL Order No. 8126724
LUCIANO, MAJORIE ZYGIEL, ED.D.' Boston University School of ----

Education, 1981. 262pp". Major Professor: Thomas E. Cullito n Jr.

Problem. The purposes of this study were to determine: (1) which
'notemaking strategy has a greater effect on unaided recall
underlining, outlining, or notetaking, (2) which notemaking strategy,
i.e., underlining, outlining, or notetaking, has a greater effect on
immediate and delayed recall; and (3) which factor has the greatest
effect on recall according to the notemaking strategy employed. the
quality 5f the students' notes, the students' reading ability, the
students' course letter grade average, or the students' intelligence ,
quotient Students' notes were judged in respect to. (1) the accuracy
of the notes, (2) the completeness of the notes, and (3) the usability
of the notes for study purposes Points were given based on a rating
system of 1 = poor, 2 = fair, and 3 = good.

Procedure. The sample for this study consisted of 119 eighth
grade social stales students, representing four classes from a middle
school in a middle class suburban community Prior to the study, the
Iowa Silect Reading Tests, Level I, Form E, and the Otis Ouiok Scoring
Mental Ability Tests (Beta),-Form FM, were administered to at!
students involved in the experiment. Heterogeneous grouping
prevaileclin,all four classrooms.

Twelve original reading selections based on important eve is and
famous people found in the history of the United States sery
basis for the instructional material,used in this study Study aul es,
specific notemaking format sheets, short answer recall tests and
model notes were constructed for each of the three notemaking
strategies. Trained evaluators were used to determine the.qualtty of
the students' notes. A pretraining program oZr the notemaking '

strategies and procedures of the experiment was conducted for the
cooperating teacher. A similar training program was established for
the students partieipating in the study.

o
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The program for studying the effects that variousnotemaking
strategies have on recall of textual materials was designed to cover a
six-weeks period. Al four experimental grpups were performing the
Same noting strides& for a-given week. Two of the groups were -

'tested for immediate recall upon completion of the learning prptess
while the other two groups were tested for delayed recall at the next
class ineeting,,,This process was repeated two times per !meek bn a
'rotational bests until all four experimental classes had completed all
at the conditiqns of the experinent.

-N----\iStatisticalprocedures employed were the Two-Way AnabAts of
Vance and the Pearson ProductMoment Correlation Coefficient. .

The Two-Way Analysts Of Vanance was used to investigate the
relative effectiveness of the three methods of notetaking on unaided
wntten recall oefaCtual information aid on the quality of the student's
notes,.The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient was
used to determine the relationship between the three notemaking
strategies of underlining, outlining, and notetaking and the veNables
of 1.0., course grade, vocabulary ability and achievement, and
readinaComprehension ability and achievement.

Conclusions. The major findings were as folffiws: (1) The
particular notemaking technique of underliningdid have a statistically
significant effect both on the quality of the students' notes produced
and on the percent of immediate, delayed and total factual
information recalled. (2) There was a statistically significant
relationship between the notemaking strategies of underlining,
outlining, and notetaking and the students' 1.0.; course grade,
vocabulary ability and achievement and reading comprehension
ability (3) There was a statistically significant relationship between,
thee,uality of students' notes produced and the students' I.0!, course
grade, vocab,ulary ability and reading comprehension ability.
(4) There was a statistically significant relationship between the
quality of students' notes produced and the percent of immediate,
delayed, and total factual information recalled using theeotemaking
atrategres of underlining, outlining, and notetaking.

.`

A DESCRiPTIVE SURVEY OF THE.PIIEWRITG KANN-LNG
PRACTICES (*.SELECTED NORTH CAROMA POST- .

SECONDARI COMPOSITION LNSTRLCTORS Order No. 8117305
NiAeLEYNAls. THOMAS GRANT. En D. State lip:versa) of Nei. York at
Buff alo,1981 156pp

Problem. The study attempted to examine the specific relationship
which exists between the prewnung activities of suhect discover), focus ,.
variance, gathenng supporung matetials7and subject development of a I
selected eroup of North Carolina post-secondar) instructors and the
objecte es, design. instrection. and evaluation aspects of a curriculum
planning ateation in order to determine the relative importance of each of
these factors in achieving successful prewnung planning practice.

Procedure The population was limited to college and univ emit)
instructors with at least two secnorg of composition that semester. First,
twenty-5%e posi-seconclar) institutes were identified. Second. an academic
leader in that school was mailed la letter explaining the nature of the
descriptive semi and seeking their cooperation in identifying volunteels,
Third. ten schools were,selected and-contact and appointments were made.
'Finally the retearther personally inter respdndants in the .
respondants' offices at a mutual(' convenient tune:

Conclusions The following fourteen conclusions were made*, (1) The
'major emphasis ts on exposition and the expository form (7) The majonty

. of instructors agreed the division of the composing process into dike stages
was useful. (3) A substantial majority report diagnosing studeht needs and
then formulating prewnung objectives based on results (4) 'The majority
of erewnung objecni es reflect a renewed interest in theprocess view of
composing () The most recurrent prewrising objective was student
awareness of brainstormiag techniques. (6) Instructors repoitusing stity-,
seven diffefent prewriting strategies. A significant number are s

recommended but not necessarily incorporated into classroom instruction.
(7) Grouirchscussion, interpreting and evaluating ideas, and organization

' were recurrent recommended activities. (8) Freewriting, sensory awareness,
group discussion, and crganuation were recurrent concerns that were
incorporated into instructional design (9) Organization and discussion
were commonly shared r rrent concerns in both recommended and
instructional design activi es. (10) Instructors are provicfine a broad'
spectrum of possibilities r the prewriting stage. (11) Classrooffi
presentation{ of prewriting activities takes on an active student participative
flavor since the majonty of instructors employ a group discussion or
demonstration approach. (3.4, Evaluation of prewrinng activity is not a

primary concern. (13) Formal evaluanan.of prewnung activity is minimal
and the most recurrent measure ts the tndividual,conferenceenth a writer
(14) Majof evaluative conceive is with activoes that promote thinking%
about a subject and how that thinking is to be organized in the most
effectiv e manner.

A THEORY OF COMPOSITION FOR .UNDERGRADUATE
. BASIC WRITERS Order No. 8121552

MARC', LARRY G.H.D.:P George Peabody College for 7' eacners of
Vanderbilt University, 1981. 1290P Major Prof essor, Ralph E.
Kirkman -

.

Through an extensive review of literature on composition in
higher education, I coricluded that no theory of composition for
undergraduate basic wnters exists whit Elects an understanding of
the natural ways human beings learn. Preplaratory to offering such a
theory, I ahalyzed human information processing systems as they are
explained by cognitive theorists Ultimately I focused on the heuristic- 4
processes, the higher order processes of reasoning which make
possible human conceptual thought.

The theory of composition which !hen proposed considers
composition to be a heuristic process. To teach composition.

'ace orcijng 0 that theory elaborates on the pioneering work of Janet
, Eirug and argues for arcompesition program with these features.

(1) treats writing as a process of self 'discovery and learning,_
(2) recognizes the necessity for active and engaged learners;
(3) predicts a natural,Thethmic growth in writing from the creation of
'pragmatic and concrete proselo philosophic and abstract prose,
(4) assumes growth in writieg will be individual and will follow a
,developmental syllabus within each writer, (5) assumes that the
ultimate goals of a writing pidgrarnivill be for the.writer to perceive
himself as thinker thinking as avvriter writing; (6) assumes that these-
goals will be attained by the writer's abstracting the principles in

_reasoning and composing fromthe writing process
Because the disserfatidn is philosophical and theoretical, fbave

'defined the nature of theory and evaluated my theory by two sets of
- criteria Thera-mat criteria include unity, adequate developrne, ot, and
coherence. The content criteria include viability, psychological. validity, philospphical validity', and subject
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s-- COHESION PATTERNS' IN ENGLISH EXPSITGRY

PARAGRAPHS %Order No. 8121828
MARKELS, Roam BELL PH.D. The. Dili° State-University,, 1981. 169pp.
Co-Advisers. Professior Christian K. Zacher, Professor Arnold M.
Zwicky
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This dissertation atempts to farmalize the concept CI cohesien in

English expository paragraphs by identifying and d.criiiing the
relationship between nouns and noun chains. It its the major
critelifon of Cohesion as unity, defined as congruence between a ,
term's syntactic and semantic importance. The means through. which.
terms manifest dominance or unity describe a format pattern or
totality; the dissertation describes and defines-four common patterns
in English paragraphs the series united by a common term, the
double series united by two common'terms. the do,uble seriesuni
by one recurrence chain and one inference chain and the mixed
sequence based on combinations of the single and double series. Irt

,-.04scribing these, cohesion patteros,the dissertation simultaneously
identifies paragraph sttfictures baied on the semantic and syntactic
'relationship that produce cbhesion.

ViRMEN-CONLVIUNICATION AT THE MANAGERIAL AND
PROFESSIONAL/TECIEqCAL LEVELS :. A CASE STUDY

Order No. 8114433
MYERS, Mumma SOCHATOFF, D.A. Carnegie-Mellon Unhersity, 1981.
107pp

.
"This dissertation reports on a stud) of written communication at the

technical/professional and maMgenal levels in a Fortune -5Q0 corporation.
Underlying it is the ploposition that managers and executives, who are at
the upper ley elstn organizaudnal hierarchies, have different
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communications purposes and patterns and, therefore. engage to different
forms of discourse, using different rhetoncal strategies, than do professional
or technical staff such, as engineers or financial analysts. This proposition is
supported by a body of organizational and cdmmutimations literature, as
well as by the coverage and approach of texts that are frequently used in
cornraunicationS courseg

The purpose of the study was td test the basic proposition b
disco. ering. 6irough rhetoncal analyses of documents and interviews with
managers and eIrcutiv es, how managenal communication differs from
professional or technical oommurucauon and what factors account for the
differences Approximately two hundred documents (generated by
executives. managers. and professional or technical personhel and all
havma todo with one project) were selected. The rhetorical analyses
included several tests. or classifications. of the data, in order to establish
what kinds of wnung situations are test frequent for each group. what
discourse types (using a model eased on those developed by Jakobson.
Winterowd, and Ktnneavy }and rhetoncal strategies (using AnstoUe's
"proofs") ire characteristic of each group. u hat audiences each group
addresses most frequently, and what the interactions are, for each group,
betvteen audience addressed and discourse type or rhetoncal stratep used.

The rhetoncal analyses demonstrated some major differences between
the wnttt conununicationsff managers and executives and those of
professional or technical employees, differences that were confirmed by the
intemews For example. the great majority of the managenal/execlum e
sample was "descriptive" rather than "analytic," while over half of the
professional /technical sample was "analytic," much of it in the form of
research reports and problem analyses, w hich the managerial grOup almost
never did In addition. one thud of the managenal/execum e sample
Involved giving orders orinstrucnons, something professional/technical
people clod very rarely Also significant were differences in discourse typeg
(managers and executives used "non-referential" discourse patterns far
More often than did die other group) and rhetorical strategies (managers
and exeamves used strategies other than those based purely on logic or
mspn in over 25 per cent of their vatting: the comparable figure for
professional/techrucal staff was only 7 per cent). Finally, the audience
analysis showed that 40 per cent of managenal wntten corrunurucanon was
addressed to subordinates, a suuanon In which professional or technical
people. who have icOs'uborduiate corps, did not find themselves

These analyses identified some distinctive charactenstics of managerial
. communication, raising the,quesnon of whether and how the pamcular

communications needs of hew or potential managers should be addressed
ui graduate business schools and in management development programs
Funher researckm other types of organizations. is desirable,' but there
appear to be strong arguments already for incorporating training in
specifically managerial communications skills (vanten and oral) into the
existing structure of MBA and other manageMent training peograms

tHE EFFECTS OF PEER EVALUATION AND PERSONALITY
ON WRITING ANXIETY AND WRITING PERFORMANCE IN
COLLEGE FRESHMEN Order No.81 21895
PFEIFER. JERILYN KYKER, Eo.D. Texas Tech University,1u01. 111pp.
Chairman: Dr. Dayton Y. Roberts

The purpose of this study was to explore writing anxiety and its
relationship to writing performance and individual personality type.
Further/ the study sought to analyce the effectiveness of peer
evaluation of student composition as a treatment for writing anxiety.

. Posttesscores measuring writing anxietyand writing performance
demonstratbd the effects of peeevaluation by comparing two
experimental classes with three-control daises.'

The sample consisted of ninety-two students of Freshman
standing who were enrollid in one of five classes of Freshman
Composition and Rhetoric at Abilene Christian University in the fall of .
1980. Students voluntarily agreed to Participate in the study. "

The variables considered were writing performance, determined _

by a holistic evaluation of two writing samples, and writing anxiety,
determined by the Writing Apprehension Test and a similar testing
device, designed by the researcher. Individual personality trait
characteristics were identified by the MyersBrigge Type Indicator
IMBTI), published in 1962 by the Educational Testing Service. The
MBTI is based on Jung'S theory that variation in human behavior is
not due to chancebut is the result of measurable differences in
mental functioning.

The trefitment used,in this study involved the peer evaluation of
student composition in the experimental classes as a regular part of
the course wort Student composition in the control classes was

evaluated by the instructor, using traditional margin comments.
Pretest and posttest scores were gathered from both treatment-groups.

These data were analyzed by analysis of covariance in posttest
variable scores from experimentaland control treatment groups.
Pearson productmoment correlations tested the relationships among
variables of writing anxiety, venting performance, and personality traitcharacteristics. .

-The major results of the study indicate that although favorable
trends were found in posttest data, (1) peer evaluation did not
significantly reduce tile level of writing anxiety in the experimental
group; and (2) peer evaluation did not significantly increase the level
of writing performance in the experimentalgrotip. Finally, it was
determined that there are significant relationships between writing
performance and perionality trait characteristics and between writing
anxiety and personality trait characteristics.

It is suggested by these results that the relationship of writing
anxiety to writing performance is influenced by personality in that
identical levels of writing anxiety in two students may not influence
the writing prodUct in the same way because of personality 3
differences, especially on the extraversionintroversion continuum
and on the thinking-feeling continuum. Thus, before meaningful
conclusions relating writing anxiety to writing performwce in
heterogeneous groups can be made, other factoEs, e.g., personality,
motivation, and creativity, should be considered.

Ites further concluded that the experience of peer evaluation of
student composition can be justified as a valid classroom activity.
Statistically this peer evaluation treatment did not effect either writing
anxiety or writing performance, but the favorable direction of anxiety
and performance scores from the experimental groupssuggest, at the
least, a continued examination of this treatment.

The possibility is also noted that writinzanxiety is an individual
trait that is not easily Changed once it is established. Research then,
might be more expWrent in areas addressing anxiety control rather
tban anxiety reduction, partiolarly if anxiety reduction does not

sbnecessarily contr ute to an increase in writing performance quality.
The treatment s ould be replicated in research and extended to

encompass More c ass-meeting time, more student involvement, and
more student interaction between writer and evaluator.

Recommendations for further research include refinements of this,
evaluation treatment and continued study of writing anxiety and its

%effects in students with drffera levels of creativity, motivation, self -
concept, and confidence, and in students with different personality
trait characteristics.

A STUDY OF THE COHESION DEVICES LN tHE GOOD AND
POOR ,COMPOSITIONS OF ELEVENTH GRADERS'

. Order No. 8117:462?'/-:

PitrratARa. RUE JANE, PH D. University ofMissoun- Columbia 1980.; .-.1
304pp. Supervisor: Dr. Ben F. Nelms .. .
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Composition teachers know that students who produce grarruhaticallY
correct sentences may still not be able to write coherent compositioW*id,
that other students who write compositions which "hang together" aphe'
discourse level may still have gtammancal pro emsms Good writersdpinorebk
than string together well-formed sentences; the create nes au#Ing
sentences . ,

-,a-MThe focus of this study was on semantic relationships across sentence t
boundaries which.dCsiinguish coherent texts; from a chsconnected*equence
of sentences Differences between cohesion and coherenceare e4lained.
The cohesion scheme is based on Halliday. and Hasan's Cohesio0ii
English Reviews of research in linguistics, st,lisncs. psycholcith:

,.

composition. anti rhetoric are provided.
The purpose was to investigate the relation oftroheston devices to

judged quality of writing. Two raters vitirking mdependently,4ennined
quality ratings and "problem sections; Two research questions.j.Were:
(1) How do the uses of cohesion devices in good and poor Wip!ositions
differ? and (2) How dp the uses of cohesiob devices in problem sections (in

,,proportion to totalcomposition) of good and poor composillons differ?
Two coders working independently analyzed the uses 0;4 grammatical

, fitl S lexical devices in 22 good and 22 poor expositions of eterenth
...:graders Coders read over 13,000 words and coded 4.200 dOtes'Keridall's .

coefficient of was used for the two oodersrAr4Oustment was
Made to standardize the data per 100 words A square rot 04.ansfonnanon
of X + 1 (X = adjusted data) was used to normalize the 'bunion. A
one-way analyisis of variance was used to compare the ini is oT
transformed data F-values were calculated. '4.. A

'1 2
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. The ongmal counts for use of each device in problem sections of goods compositions were calculated as proportions of the use of,each in the total
composmoris The same was dyne for poor compositions. Proportions were

, transformed with the Arcsui square root transformation to stabilize the
ranante. A one-way analysis of variance was used to compare the means of
the transformed data F-values were determined..

Because all.writers did not use e' ery device and because a few v. nters
' could use,some devicesextensi%ely, thus inflating totals and influencing

erages, frequencies of use for each device by good and poor writers were
compared using a Chi Square Independence Test.

The Kendall coefficient was 88 Other findings show ed significant
'differences between whole good and poor compositions in erage use of
pronouns, total grammgmcal devices, and s nonyms Whole good and poor
compositions differed sigmficantly in frequency of use ofpronouns
posSessiN es, total grammatical devices. cognates, and lexical devices
Significant differences in problem sections of good and poor compositions
were shown in aNerage use of pronouns, possessiN es, transitions total
grammatical devices, repetitions. collocauons, -total lexical dex ices, and total
(combined) grammatical and lexical de% ices

The o%erall conclusiwas are (1) Although good and poOr compositions
difkrecrin the use of some particular cohesion devices, they w erg not
distinguished by their aNerage use or frequency of use of total grammatical
and lexical devices (a count of devices is pot measure of the effecui eness of
their use): and (2) Problem sections of good and poor compositions here
distinguished by their proportional use of total grammatical and lexical
crevices (although poor writers do use cohesion de% ices their use either
creates, or. at least does not resole coherence problems)

The notion of -cohesion problem" has empincan aliday , but the notion
of "coherence- is '.ague The common injunctions of compoSmon
handbooks for creating coherence through use of grammatical, and lexical
cohesion devices should be view ed with caution. parucularly by apprentice
writers.

'
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SYNTACTIC MATURITY, VOCABULARY DIVERSITY, MODE (-
OF DISCOURSE AND THEME SELECTION IN THE FREE
WRITING' OF LEARNING DISABCED ADOLESCENTS

Order No. 8127461
±..

RAISER, VIRGINIA LYNNE, Eo.D The University of Florida, 1981. 114pp
Ctairman: William D. Hedges .; A:

The purpose of this study was to describe the written language of
learning disabled sixth and seventh gradepupils to establish a.basis
frff further research and curriculum development in the remediation of
written language disabilities Individual content and structural
analyses of the free writing of 31 pupils in four resource programs for
learning disabled pupils were compared for syntactic maturity,
vocabulary diversity, mode of discourse, and theme selection.

The subjects were 22,,poys and 9 girls ranging in I0 from 74 - 126
= 95): For sixweeks the pupils wrote on subjects of their own .

Choice without teacher instruction in any aspect of the writing
process, including assistance with topic selection or spelling The
only requirement for free writingwas to write for ten minutes two or
three times weekly with no penalty for errors.

4 Eight hundred words from each pupil were analyzed for syntactic
matuqty as measured by mean T-unit length and percentage of
garbles (non-meaningful language units including bizarre spellings)
Vocabulary diversity was measured by counting all words not
included on a list of one hundred words most commonly used by
elementary school children in their writing. ,

Eight writing episodes from each pupil were categorized by mode
of discourse (description, narration, exposition, or argumentation)
and thrime selection. Theme selection was measured on two
dimensions. thematic territory (primary, secondary or extended) and
subject matter.
. The analysis revealed a mean T-unit length of 8.6, ranging from
9.4-10.9 and comparable'to fourth graders in other studies. The range
of garbles produced was 0-3.4% (5i = 1.2%). The frequency of garble
production exceedeb any reported In studies of normal children.
Sity-five percent of the pupils correctly spited less than 90% of their
words, ranging from 68.98 %. Extreme care was taken to decipher
illegible handwriting and misspelled words before garble analysis. A

-less careful analysis might have resulted in far more words counted as
garbles.

13

The pupils produced 23,825 words for vocabulary analysis Eighty.
one percent wrote uncommon words below the expected40% found
in one study of elementary school pupils' written vocabulary The
average percentage of uncommon words was 36, ranging from 30.43,

The pupils preferred writing narrative and descriptive stories in
primary territori about animals, school, friends, home and family, and
sports. Although more pupils preferred narrative, when all the writing
was pooled the proportion of description and narration was almost
equal Only 11% of the writing was in the more cocripleimodes
(exposition and argumentation) Twenty.three percent was narrative
fiction. All but five pupils wrote predominantly in primary territory
(home, school, self) Two pupils wrote exclusively in narrative ffction
in secondary territory (outside their own experience).

Significant Pearson product moment correlations (r) revealed that
pupils who produced higher percentbges of uncommon words tended
to have higher IQ's, reading vocabulary scores, and spelling grade .
levels. Girls tended to write longer T-units than boys,`althougluthe
small percentage of girls tended to diminish the significance'of the
finding. T-units increased, n length with age and grade, although
mean T-u nit length was two to three years below grade level Pupils
with higher IQ's tended to produce higher percentages of garbles..
The correlation between Tunit length and IQ (r = -.07) was almost
zero, unlike two studies of normal children which found significant

e

relationships between these variables.
This description of one group of pupils was not tntended for

generalization to the larger population of learning,disabled sixth and
seventh graders; but if may offer useful data to others interested in
trying to establish development profiles and remediation programs for
pupils with written language disabilities.

THE EFFECTS ON THE COMPREHENSION OF SIXTH '

,GRADERS OF FOUR DIFFERENVWRITING STYLES IN
CONTENT AREA .READING PASSAGES Order No. 8110093
REYNOLDS, JOHN WILLIAM, PH.D The University of Wisconsin
Madison, 1980 8Opp. Supervisor' Professbr Richard J. Smith

The purbose of this study was to compare the comprehension
scores of sixth graders who had read two content area passages
written in four different styles to the comprehension scores of sixth

r graders who had read the same tWo passages-in their original forms.
Twb-hundred, thirty-eight sixth graders took part in the study.

They all read versions of the same two passages They were divided
into two large groups according to recall format 'One,-half of the

,subjects wrote free recalls after they read. The other half answered a
series of objective questions Within each recall format were five
groups. One group read the original version of each passage. The .711drother four groups each read a drfferentstylistic version of each
passage. Passage facts and lengths were kept constant over all
groups

Passages were rew itten to make proliominal reference e
explicit, to keep sen ce structure constant and predictabl , to
control for sentenc ength and complexity, and to elimi the use
of the passive voic

Group means and standard,deviations were calculated. All
experimental group means in each recall format were compared to
the control group mean in the same forrfiat using Dunn's Procedure
for comparison of experimental means with a control mean. All

. experimental group ?mans in each recall fdrmat exceeded the control
group mean in the same format, but nonef the differences proved to
be significant There was, however, a large difference between the
percentages of total correct responses of the groups in the free recall
format and the groups in the objective test firmat. The free recall
format groups had lower scores than the objective test formal groups.

The main conclusion, drawn from this'study was that no support
riting textual materials in the manner set

theses of study.
ed that the subjects of the study were more

bjective test questions than they were in writing
reasons for this phr Omenon were stated and

could be provided for -r
forth in the stated hyp

It was also conclu
adept at answering
free recall. Possibl
explained

Finally, it was noted that the most difficult pdssage, in terms of
level of readability according to the Fry Readability Graph, had the y
highest group mean score. Consequently, the conclusion was drawn -
that the study provided no support focusing a readability measure as
a measure of comprehensibility.4



THE EFFECTS OF SUBUMINAL IMPLANTATION IN WRITTEN
MATERIAL ON THE DECISION.MAKING PROCESS

Order No. 8127207
RICHAROSON, MAURINE V.,Etat University of Arkansas, 1981. 91pp.
Major Professor: Dr William E.Klingele

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of
subliminal implantatiorion the decision-making process. Specifically,
the study investigated (1) the effect of the implant on the decision of a
subject's choice of reading passages, (2) the effect Of the positive
implanted stimulus on the choice in a positive direction, (3) the effect
of the negative implanted stimulus on the choice in a negative
direction, and (4) the effect of age, sex, college% academic discipline,
academic classification, and/or national origin on the responses to
the questionnaire.

The subjects in this study were 141 voluntary participants enrolled
in the Study Skills classes during the' Spring Semester, 1980, at the
University of Arkansas. They were chosen for their enrollment in this
predominately reading-oriented course. The partici is were 53
ryjed and 88 females, These individuals ranged in age om 16 to 48
(( Lel 19.96, a = ±2.18).

The implantation of the symbols was done by way of e 5% screen
printing technique. The implants were "Select" and "Do of Select".

The reading activity included reading subliminally im lanted
ges. The stederfth read two passages of equal readability (7th

grade), and interest (Le Grand-Brodsky and Asheim) levels.
Pearson's Product-Moment Correlation waS employed to

determine relationships between the variables. High positive
correlation coefficients were found between the questions directly z
related to the implants (Q1 vs Q2 = .61, Q1 vs 05 = .59, and 93 vs
05 = .57).

Chi-Square was employed to determine the differences between
the observed and expected results. Significant Chi-Square was found
between, the responses to the questions specifically related to the
implanis (Q1 vs Ci3 = .47, C01vs 05 = .33, and Q3 ,;s 05 = .40)

The Student t-Test statistic was employed to determine significant
differences between specific variables. The results-between American
Indians vs Caucasian and Blacks on Q1 was 1.66 , and Juniors vs
Freshmen and Sophomores on Q1 waS1.76.

Fr encies wefe computed to identify choice differences
between variables. ,

Based o results of the statistical computation it ikas
concluded that (1) females as a whole were more influenced by the
"Select" implant than the males; (2) Caucasian females were most
influenced by the "Select" implant; (3) Freshmen females were the
easiest to influence; (4) significantdifference between American
Indian males and theCaucasianBlack group may have indicated a
cultural difference; and (5) physical maturity was a deterrent to the
influence of the subliminal irnplantatipn.

:
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THE EFFECT OF A GUIDED DISCOVERY APPROACH ON '

THE DESCRIPTIVE PARAGRAPH WRITING SKILLS OF THIRD
GRADE PUPILS . Order No. 8127703
STEEL, LIFIca DISNEY, Eo.D. _University of Illinois at Urbana7

'

Champaign, 1981. 95pp.

Purpose of AI Study. The purpose of the research was to
determine the effects of a guided discovery approach on the
descriptive paragraph writing skills of third grade children.

Procedures. The 196 subjects were randomly assigned to the
Experimental, Contrast One and Contrast Two Groups.

The study was conducted over a four-week period during which
the Experimental and Contrasts Groups met with the investigator for a -
half-hour, Twice a week.'The Experimental procedure included having'
the ratio choose the most descriptive paragraph from two written
about an unusual animal, discussing why the one cho'Sen was more
descriptive and thenrewriting the other paragraph using the most
descriptive paragraph as a model while viewing a slide of die
'described animal. The Gontiasti Group procedures included having
the-group view a slide of an unusual animal (same as one used for the
Experimental Group) and then having the group write a description of
the animal. Before each writing Session, each subject's description
from the previous session was returned and the investigator's written
remarks were read. The procedure for the Contrast2 Group was the
regular classroom approach to writing under the direction of the
.classroom teacher. " ,t.

Comparisons were made between the pre. and posttest gain
scores of subjectsinthe groups. for the general writing, descriptive
writing and attiteaes toward writing assessments, the statistical
procedure-used was a two -way analysis of variance. A Schen test
was performed on all significant group variable data. The par graph
ditcriminapon data were reported as proportions of those i each
group who. could select the better paragraph. InAddition, j s of
,roportion were used to determine if any differences exist in the
group,proporbons before and after the treatments. -

Findings. (1) The general writing mean gain score of the Contrast1
Group was found to be(signifieantly different from those of the other
two groups; however, the Experimental Group mean gain score was
not significantly different from that of the Contrast2 Group. (2) The
Experimental Group mean gain score for descriptive paragraph
writing was significantly different from those of the other two groups,
bur the Contrast, and Contrast2 Group mean gain scores were not
significantly different from One another. (3) Of the four two-way
analyses of variance performed on the attitudes toward,writing data,
only two resulted in significant differences. Por the Teacher Directed
Writing Activity, it was foOnd that the mean gain score of the female Is
subjects was significantly different from the mean gain score of the
male subjdcts. In addition, a significant difference was found between
She groups for thd Limited Choice Writing Activity. However, a Scheib::
test did not reveal a significant difference between any of the groups.
(4) The results for the pretest porportiOns revealed that there were
difference betweerlte proportions of the three groups. The
porporti n of disciminators in the Experimental Group was

csignificantly less than the ''f opoPtion of dLscriminators in both the
other groups. When the pos roportions were tested, the,
situation was completely reversed. The Experimental Group
proportion was significantly greater than the proportions of both the
other two groups. .

Recommendations. 1) The limited success of the guided
discover approach toWM:ching warrants that it be given attention in
pre-service and in-service teacher training. (2) Elements that might
have contributed to the success of this approacR that classroom ,
teachers might become more aware of include the use of models far
teaching, involvement of pupils in the discovery of concepts, and the
use of highly stimulating subjects for writing.

n. '

A. DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF SIX ADULT REMEDIAL
WRITERS: THEIR ,COMPOSING PROCESSES AND
HEURISTIC STRATEGIES Order No.8124589
SWEEOER, JOHN JOSEPH, Eo.D. Temple University, 1981. 238pp.

This study addresses three major purposes: to investigate and
descnbe the behavior of refnedial students engaging in the act of
writing; to discover and describe what heuristics reeve ial students
use when they write extensive/expository compositions; and to
describe the effects upon rernedial writers when an instructor brings
the heuristics they use in writing to th8ir conscious attention...

Six remedial writers were selected from Temple University. All
were native speakers and iden%ified as being seriously deficient in-
basic writing skills. The investigator met them individually six times
during the study and asked each to compose alotid on assigned or
unassigned topics while being recorded on video tape. The
investigator noted the writers.' habits and behaviors while composing
aloud. When the subjects' stopped writing; the video tapes were
reviewed by bosh.

As the students viewed themselves, the investigator asked ,

questions and made statements that attempted to help them becomes
' cognizant of their own writing processes and heuristic composing

stfatepies. In addition to analyzing the tapes and transcripts, the
subjects"own corn/tents concerning their composing were noted and
later taken into account. For the first two sessionsstudents were
asked to compose orally on a tape of their own choosing, written in
the reflexive mode.

For the last four meetings, subjects composed aloud on individual
extensive/expositog topics that were drawn directly from material
that had been presented and discussed in their "regular" writing .

course. In the post-writing review of the tapes, the investigator not
only pointed-out, suggested, and questioned thesu bjects concerning
their writing processes and strategies, but also taught altemative
heuristic procedures.

The primary instruments used to analyze the tapes and transcripts
were a "List of Problem-Solving Strategies," twenty-nine heuristics

.

designed by this investigator prior to the writing sessions, and an
Outline of "The Dimensions of the Composing Processes of quit

A
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Remedial Writers," an adaptation of Emig's work (1971), devised after
all writing sessions were conducted: i -

The analysis showed that those remedial writers were cautious
planners and reluctant risktakers, even,though they employed a wide
variety of techniques to explore topics and generate ideas for them.'
Failing to comprehend adequately the implied purposes of expository
writing assignments, editing prematurely, and neglecting to discern
dead& hierarchical structures implicit in some of their plans posed
significant problems for them The heuristics they employed as they
pre-wrote, planned. and started numbered thirteenmost notably,
tole-,playing, relying on routines, inventing questions, and letting their

.subconscious work They displayed two styles of composing aloud,
one of which encouraged rereading, which aided them in making sure
they were effectively communicating their written messages as they
evolved on the page. Rereading behaviors strongly affected their
fluctuating composing rats, as they reread they tended to reflect on
what.they had written, project what they were going to say next,

t retuftt.to planning, and perform minor editing Writing, for them, was
-not a linear process. but rather one that was recursive and "
anticipatory While composing they rrequently employed the
heuristics of brainstorming. "satisficing," nutshelling, andinventing
questions- all of which enabled them to relyness upon ini'plration
Most tended to perform only mindr corrections, while they wrote,
however, one subject attempted manipulating larger segments of
discourse beyond the word/phrase level and reordenng main ideas
occasionally Those fwo editing features may have been indicative of
potential improvements in one's editing processes In contemplating
final products tney were unable to pinpoint specifically where they
felt their writing succeeded or failed Finally, there was evidence
suggesting that resting and incubating helped them accomplish more,
become less fatigued, and create more complex plans

LISTENING COMPREHENSION AND READING
.

COMPREHENSION AS PREDICTORS OF ACHIEEMENT IN
maid COMPOSITION Order No. 8113478
TAYLOR, How WAYNE, PH.D Unrveriity of Washington,198L 110pp.
Ch4erson: Professor Henry M. Regan

A literature search revealed the disparity that existed between
community colleg, e students' lqw academic skills and the academic
expectations of co e work.

This study sou t to determine the listening and reading
comprehension level of a sample ofccumnunity collegestudents, and tb
determine the relationship of listening comprehension and reading
comprehensiod to final course grade. Subjects were 78' students enrolled in
English 8La composition course enrolling both academic and vocational
students. Fastening was measured using a televised presentation of content
in the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, form D. Reading Comprehension was
measured nth form C of the same test t

Additionally, the stud) examined the relationship between listening and
reading. The combined grade prediaive.power of listening and reading.
along with other independent variables, was anal)zed. The variable list
included age, sex, high school grade point average, college grade paint
average,,,college =Ins, glade le el of "teacher talk," attendance, and
cognitive preference. Final course grade was the dependent variable.

The procedures used for the data analysis were Pearson Product
MOMMIt Correlation, Stepwise Multiple Regession Amlysis, and the
Scheffe Procedure..

The results disclosed that listening had no significant relationshipwith
final course grade. Reading comprehension. however, did show significance
with final course grades. When a stepwise multiple regression analysis was

° employed to examine the combined relationship of the total independent
unable list to final cburse grade, a multiple correlation of .851 to .923 was
found and accounted for 72 per cent to 85 per ,tent of the variance in
grades. Attendance was ordered first most frequently.

It is recommended that community college entrance assessment include
evaluation of the reading skills of entering students to better aid in
placement and guidance, and to assist in curriculum design.

It is further recommended that the guidance and orientation program
encourage students to attend class regularly. In this study, attendance
atxouilted for 36 per cent of the variance in grades for all participants.

.

A STUDY OF THE ENCODING VS. MEMORY STQRAGE
FUNCTION IN COLLEGE NOTETAKING Order No. 8109526

WELLINGTON, KATHERINE REED, PH.D. Uwe. rsity of Minnesota, 11.
192pp.

A common study practice in college is to read and take notes on textual
and supplementary reading material It is often assumed that the process of
encoding, or actually taking the notes, helps the student become actively
involved with the material and therefore remember it It is also often
assumed that the written not provide a useful review-memory storage
function for students who study their own not pnor to being tested.

The present study investigated the efficacy of recommending notetaking
and reviewing as a supenor study technique for processing college matenaL
Comparisons were made between the notetaking/reviewing awn notes
method and five other study methods; 110 college undergraduates were
randomly assigned to six treatment groups. The treatment groups were:
(1) notetake and review own not pnor to testing; (2) notetake andieview
another's notes prior to testing; (3) notetake and perform placebo activity
prior to testing; (4) read rid review article pnor to testing; (5) read and .

review another's notes pnor to testing; and (6) read and perform placebo
activity prior to testing.

Five hypotheses were tested which addressed the value of notetaking
and reviewing. It vas assumed that notetaking and reviewing pnor to being
tested would result Mlle highest score on a retention measure and that
reading without review would result in the lowest.score.

In the first 45 minutE session, students either read and reread a six -page
article or read and took notes on the same six-page article. During a six-
minute review period five days after the firstsesston, students either
perfomed a placebo acnvity, reread their notes on the article, studied
,anotb& student's notes on the passage, or studied the original article
without notes. All students were given two criterionmeasures following the
"review" period: a 25-item factual multiple choice (est and 44-item
modified doze measure.

Results on the dependent measures were examined using one-tailed
orthOgonal contratisand one-way analysis of variance procedures. While
the study's primary hypothesis, predicting that students iii the
nOtetake/review own notes group would outscore students inany of the

. other five groups on retention measure, was not supported, several other
hypotheses were. For example, students who read the patsage and studied
abother's exemplary set of notes prior tb being tested did, in fact, score
stsnificantly.lugher on a multiple choice retention measure than students
who did not review, and whb either took notes on or merely read the
material. Also, as predided, szt4ents who read and reread the znatenal
pribr to Eng tested scrod sig.nfficantly higher on a modified doze, measure than students who took notes on the material and then reviewed
another's notes prior to being tested. . .

It was felt that the study's findingsparticularly supported the review
function of notetaking and that the mtrit of the encoding /notetaking
process might have been more evident if time had not been strict!)
controlled and if training hadoccurred on how to take efficientnotes.

RECURSIVE MOVES: A STUDY OF THE COMPOSING
PROCESS Order No. 8113571

WOLFF, AMT., PtLD. Columbia Univenity,198L 174pp.

' This dissertation presents a detailed analysis of videotapes made of four
colfege freshmen as they composed pieces of writing both for their college
course requi?ements and for their own interest, for both school and non -
school audiences. The tapes and their transcripts reveal the actual behavior
of students as they write, and demonstrate that the composing process is far
more complex than might be estimated from viewingsamples of even ,
preliminary drafts of completed prose.

This study focusses on an aspect of the composing process observable
through a photographic technique: the recursive move. which includes any
move that adds, deletes, or changes any part of an already completed text.
All four students taped for this study made recursive moves in every
writing task; however, there were distinct variations in the frequenchand
function of these moves. Recursive moves, which ranged in fret:poi* from
an average of 2.53 to 7.35 per 100 words written, functioned to add,'"delete,
or change the substantive content, the grammitical structure, the stylistic"
choices, the mechanical features, and the cohesive ties of any writing task.
Once the frequencies and staliclard deviations for recursive moves in
general and by category for each student and each task had been
estab ed, it was possible to look for consistent variations and patterns in
the da No significant patterns of variation were correlated with the
writin tasks themselves, whether the tasks were .grouped according to
thew cal mode, function category, or aTignment type. The statistically



significant patterns oftecursive moves suggested-that the students could be
grouped in pairs, each having a different recrusive move stratek,Two bf
the suidents in this study were far thore likely to make recursive moves
which affected the substance and grammatical structure of their writing,
while the other two, who consistently made far fewer recursive moves in
general, were more likely to make moves which affected the style and
mechanics of their writing tasks.

The information revealed by the analysis of these two different types of
f two very distinct

g process, which can
roach contrasted with an

recursive move strategy suggests the possibility
approaches that students take to their own
be characterized as a thinking/reformulaung
editing/proofreading approach.

This study asserts the value of the recursive move as an analytical tool
for the saidy of possible differences in the ways students approach the
composing process. The lack of correlation observed in this study between
the nature of the wnting task and the variations in freqUency and function
of recursive move suggests that the content, form, and dimension of a
wnting task may not be the only significant factors influencing composing
strategies. Recent literature in the field, including the work of Mitchell and
Taylor, Rower, Emig. and Ong indicates that venters' perceptions of their
audiences may be involved in successful composing strategies. This study
concludes that alternative inflUences on the composing process, particularly
those connected with the relationship between writerand perceived
audience, should be given further consideration.

STUDENTS, TEACHERS AND WRITING: AN ETHNOGRAPHY
OF INTERACTIONS IN LITERACY Order No.8127091
W000s-Eiliorr, CLAIRE ANN. PH D University of Pennsylvania, 1981.
441pp. Supervisor: Allan Glatthorn

In the past twenty yeats, the field of writing research has
bu400ned in response to increased public and professional interest
in writing skills and the development of writing abilities In particular,
research has begun ta consider the process of writing rather than the
products of student writers. Basic research in the composing process
has suggested some of the complexity of the process involved as the
writer spins words and thoughts on the blank page.

A number of careful observational studies have described the
composing processes of different writers, the child, high school,
student, freshman, adult basic writer and so on. These writers have
been observed as they write in special research situations rather than
in the natural contexts in w ich they would normally use writing
Recently some researche taken research in writing into the
classroom to observe children omposing in context In these studies
the focus has been on the child as a writer, or on the nature of the
writing events as they occur during the school day Obserytion and
description of the teacher's role has been tangential to the primary
foci. .

We know little about what happens when teachers teach writing
and children learn We do not have accounts of what are the
ingredients of teaching writing We have little information about what
teachers do with the d iota of textbooks, of teacher education tourses
or their own experience of writing as they teach writing-in their
classrooms I therefore set out to discover writing instruction, its
ingredients, dimensions and parameters in three classrooms I wanted
to explore what teaching writing means for three teachers--a sixth
grade elementary teacher, and two high school teachers.

To this end I carried out my research as a participant-observer in
three classes for a period of time, in each case no less than a
semester and in one case for one school year Narrative accounts and
accompanying analyses of teachers and-students in interaction when
writing is the focus of instruction, are framed by the perspectives of
ethnography The intention has been to present detailed portraits of
writing teachers and the issues related to their, instructional policies in
the classroom context:

These accounts are supported by essays on ethnography in
writing research and on the theoretical frameworks which inform the'
studies The narrative accounts and the essays provide both wide and
more specificperspectiveson what it means to become literate in the
environment of the classroom. Thus, the contrastive ethnographic
studies offer a perspective which is informed by a wider perspective
adumbrated in the ethnography of communication and, within that,
the ethnography of literacy. The classroom is thus considered as but
One of many contexts in which students learn to use writing as an
alternate mode of communication. A theoretical argument is thus
made for classroom research in writing to the Well situated within the
wider framework of research on socialization into the uses and
frinctions of literacy in many domains and contexts

de

The essays and accounts are written in response to the question,
"What happens when a teacher teaches writing'?" The intention in
answering that question in some measure is to otter a contribution to
the field of research in writing by way of drawing together the
implications of ethnographic reseac, perspectives in communication
and literacy, of basic research in the composing process and
'classroom observation studies so that a way of talking about iss'ues in
teaching writing and a platform for writing instruction grounded in the
reality of language learned in use, might be initiated

THE EFFECTS OF II DIVIDUAI1ZED WRITTEN FEEDBACK,
REWRITING, AND GROUP ORAL-FEEDBACX N BUSINESS
LETTER WRITING ABILITY rder No. 8113887
WUNSCH, DANIEL RANDALL, Pti.D. University-of California, Los Angeles,
1980. 140pp. Chairman: Professor Lawrence W. Erickson-

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of three different
teaching methodologies on the quality and effectiveness of businetteretters.
The study was primarily concerned about the main and interaction effects
of the three methodologies. The hypotheses for the study concerning the
main and interaction effects were: (1) The quality and effectiveness of
business letters would not be affected by whether students received

, comments or symbols as feedback. (2) The quality and effectiveneis of
business letters would not be affected by whether students rewrote their
assigments or not. (3) The quality and effectiveness of business letters
would not be affected by whether students received group oral feedback or
not (4) The quality and effectiveness of business letters would not be .
affected by any combination of the three treatment variables.

Of secondary interest in this study was the relationship that selec4d
pre-measures had with letter writing ability and the effect that instructors
had on the quality and effectiveness of business letters.

The study was conducted during the Spring semester of 1980 at
California State University, Northridge. The study used eight classes of
"Analysis of Communications for Business" with four instcpctors each
teaching two of the classes. Each instructor used idEnticalniatenals during
the time of the study.

Each treatment variable had two levels and students were randomly
assignecIto each combination of the treatments within each class The effect
of the treatments was measured at the end of the study through the use of a
written business letter. Each final letter was evaluated three times by three
instructors with the mean score used as the dependent variable.

The study used a 2 z 2 z 2 faaorial design and the data was tested for
significant differences b) an analysis of variance and an analysis of
covanante.

The following Wings are the result of the analysis of data: (1) There
was no signifimnfdifference between students who received comments and
students who received symbols as feedback. (2) There was no significant
difference between students who rewrote and students who did not rewnte.
(3) there was no significant difference between students who received
group oral feedback and students who did not. (4) There were no
significant differences for any two-way or three-way intelottions between
and among the possible combinations of the three treatments. (5) There
were signi5cain differences on three pre-measures when the mean scores
for all of the students for each instructor were analyzed. The lire-measures
were grade point a% erages, objective test scores, and scores on a written
letter. Using an analysis of covariance controlling for these differences, the
tests for main and interaction effects of the three independent variables
resulted in no significance. (6) An analysis of covariance using Instructor as
an additional treatment and the pre-measure score on a written letter as a
covariate; resulted m significant differences for the main effect of Instructor
at the .01 level. (7) An analysis of variance and an analysis of covariance
was conducted testing for main and interaction effects for the students for
each Instructoi. For one Instructor, students who received comments had
significantly higher mean scores than the students who received symbols.
For another Instructor, students who received group oral feedback had
significantly higher mean scores than the students who rewrote and did not
'receive group oral feedback. Finally, for one Instructor, students who
received comments and did not rewrite had significantly higher mean
scores than students who received comments and did rewrite.'
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